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Narnia . . . a land frozen in eternal winter . . . a country waiting to be set freeThe Lion, the Witch and

the Wardrobe is the second book in C. S. Lewis's The Chronicles of Narnia, a series that has

become part of the canon of classic literature, drawing readers of all ages into a magical land with

unforgettable characters for over fifty years.Four adventurers step through a wardrobe door and into

the land of Narnia, a land enslaved by the power of the White Witch. But when almost all hope is

lost, the return of the Great Lion, Aslan, signals a great change . . . and a great sacrifice. This ebook

contains the complete text and art. Illustrations in this ebook appear in vibrant full color on a

full-color ebook device and in rich black-and-white on all other devices. This is a stand-alone read,

but if you would like to explore more of the Narnian realm, pick up The Horse and His Boy, the third

book in The Chronicles of Narnia.
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The Lion, The Witch And The Wardrobe by C.S. Lewis is a tale of four young siblings who find a

wardrobe that contains a portal to another world which has been cursed to an eternal winter by a



white witch. Together with the anthropomorphic animals of this world, the children must help to

defeat the witch and save the magical realm of Narnia. There are other books in the series,

including a prequel, but this is the first book which was written, and so i started with it. This is written

as a standalone book, but there are definitely more adventures available. The book is told as if the

author were telling you (the reader) a bedtime story. I do not recall ever reading a book that used

this method, though some certainly use a narrative. While the story is a tale of good versus bad,

with morals strewn throughout, I have read in other reviews that it has a religious message as well. I

did not see this religion myself, and I think that trying to apply religion to the story and characters is

a bit of a reach. I will concede that it is possible the author used biblical stories as part of the

plotline, but I just really did not get this feeling when I read it.I really loved the way that the author

wrote as if telling a tale. It gave me a warm, fuzzy feeling to read the book, and I wanted to keep

reading as it held my attention very well. The characters were lots of fun, and each had a vivid

personality that really gave me a great mental image of them. I liked Mr. and Mrs. Beaver the best.

They were hilarious!I really disliked the ending of the book. I can not say much about it without

giving spoilers (though i am probably the only one who had not read the book yet, hah!), so I will

simply say that it just did not make any logical sense to me. I wish that the final event had been told

in a different manner, because it just left me feeling confused.Overall, this was a great book that

people of most ages would probably enjoy. I really liked it a lot, and am now curious what the other

books will tell stories about.

Reading the books for the first time since the movies came out, I was incredibly impressed with how

close the movies stuck to the book. Most of the changes were updates to the dialogue and a minor

change to the script. There were few problems with the morals presented in the first book, my main

gripe being the message he was sending to his grand daughter - the "Battles are ugly when girls

fight them." But I suppose we shouldn't hold a book written by a man in the 50s to the same

standard of books today.As a fiction novel, I enjoyed the books but they were scattered and written

in a style that relied on a lot of self insert narration. The story is an interesting one, though the

messages within are problematic and a little old fashioned.

Before you read this book read the MagicianÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s Nephew first. That book tells you

how Narnia came to be and who the witch got there and why the wardrobe transports the four

children to Narnia. The plot is somewhat simple. During World War II to protect children from the

bombings families sent their children to homes in the country to live with strangers who were willing



to help protect the children. The Pevensie children go to live with Professor Kirk, Diggory Kirk, from

the first book, who was one of the first humans to encounter Narnia. The four Children end up in

Narnia and encounter adventure, danger and redemption. C.S. Lewis brings his Christian beliefs

into the story. The book is written for children but adults should read it to so they can discuss it with

their children. I found the story enjoyable and refreshing. I would recommend this book for the whole

family.

You seen the film, now read the book! One of the few times the film has been as good or nearly so

as the source material novel. Of course a book provide to all those in reaching the little details that

can't be captured on the silver screen.

Like many of us, I remember reading this as a youngster and absolutely loved the story. Now, as a

father of four, it is still just as magical (even better). Now I am reading the set to my kids and they

can't get enough. Lewis is able to write in a manner which is pleasing for older readers and still able

to captivate the youngest audience. The character development throughout the whole series makes

this a very unique set of books that most modern authors are unable to achieve in this day and age.

If your or your children enjoy fantasy, immensely detailed worlds, magic, and a much appreciated

underlayment of faith...this is the series for you. I would highly, highly recommend this entire series

for anyone that ever asked the question; "What would be a good book I could read with my kids?"

My newly turned 7 year old son and I are reading the Narnia series as bedtime stories leading into

Easter. He loves it and asks to read some pages so we take turns. Not many pictures, but I prefer

him to use his imagination. I personally don't care for the pictures in this format since they don't

quite meet my own imagination of what is being described. And, having it on Kindle is great because

we can make the font bigger making pages seem less intimidating to a young reader. If he doesn't

know a definition we just long-press on it for the definition and discuss it a bit. Great story of morals

and ethics, good and evil, forgiveness and hope wrapped in suspenseful action.

What is it: A book about four children who are to travel to a world called Narnia through a magical

wardrobe.What I thought: This is the most well known book of The Chronicle of Narnia series. I

loved this book as a little girl, and I bought it for my children who also love it. Interesting, well-written

and witty.What you might want to know: The author is a well known Christian writer and the story

has many similarities to the story of Jesus. There are talking animals, magic and some scary/sad



scenes. This is actually the second book in the series, though it is a stand alone story--you don't

need to have read the previous book to understand this one.
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